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Stability analysis of branched silver electrodeposits: Solid phase growth
under a marginally stable regime
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The mass-transport controlled growth of silver deposits at the early stage of multiple bump formation, and
when a silver single needle growth regime is attained, are investigated. Linear stability analysis as proposed by
Barkey, Muller, and Tobias@J. Electrochem. Soc.136, 2199 ~1989!# is applied to kinetic mesoscale data. A
reasonable correlation between the current density and the average amplitude of unstable perturbation is
established.
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The kinetics and mechanism of metal electrocrystalli
tion are sensitive to the nature of the substrate surface,
the predominant crystalline face, the type and density of
face defects, the composition of the electrolyte solution,
cluding impurities, and the operation conditions, i.e., t
characteristics of either the current or the potential rout
applied to the electrochemical interface. These routines
the cell design, including hydrodynamic conditions, det
mine either the current or the electric potential distribution
the reaction front@1–3#.

Frequently, the growth mode of metal electrodeposits
investigated by analyzing the features of growth patte
produced using quasi-bi-dimensional~quasi-2D! electro-
chemical cells with either a concentric or a parallel catho
anode arrangement accommodated between flat transp
plates of insulating material to visualize the growing proc
@4–13#. In general, these growth patterns may be descri
as a set of branches either with or without tip splitting. F
the latter, each branch shows a principal axis in the fas
growth direction, a tip with a stable shape associated with
fastest moving front, and a stem from which second
branches could emerge. The tip remains either quasistab
shape at least from themm scale upwards, as can be observ
for dendrites and whiskers. Conversely, tip growth may
hibit spontaneous, either periodic or random, splitting as
sults from diffusion-limited aggregation@1–3#. The occur-
rence of a particular growth mode can be predicted by
stability theories on the basis of a set of parameters relate
the concentration overpotential at the surface of the grow
deposit, the activation overpotential including the influen
of lattice properties, and the ohmic overpotential@14–22#.
This issue is important in dealing with a quantitative theo
for roughness development in metal electrodeposit
@22,23#. Several electrochemical and hydrodynamic para
eters influence roughness characteristics, such as differe
in the growth rate between crystal phases@23,24#, mass
transport effects related to instability of the surface with
spect to perturbation in shape@22,25,26#, and the natural
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convection contribution to mass transfer rate from the so
tion to the growing front, which may interact with the deve
opment of surface features@27–29#.

This paper refers to the mass transport controlled gro
of silver deposits under two limiting situations, namely,
the early stages of multiple bump formation, and when
silver single needle growth regime is attained. Kinetic m
soscale data derived from sequential imaging offer the p
sibility of applying the linear stability analysis proposed b
Barkey, Muller, and Tobias@22# and to establish a reasonab
correlation between the current density and the average
plitude of unstable perturbations.

The experiments, which were run with a circular and
rectangular quasi-2D cell, are described elsewhere@30,31#.
These cells consisted of two parallel glass plates separ
by the distancel s50.05 cm. The circular cell, principally
used to follow the development of whiskers, involved a co
centric electrode arrangement, i.e., a platinum wire~99.99%
purity, radius 0.035 cm! cathode placed at the center of th
cell, and a silver ring anode~99.99% purity, radiusr a55
cm!. The rectangular cell, which was more adequate to
serve the early stage of growth, consisted of two silver w
electrodes~99.9% purity, radiusr 050.025 cm, wire length
l w52.85 cm! with l s50.05 cm and a cathode-to-anode sep
ration l a-c51.90 cm. Both cell designs initially favored
homogeneous primary current distribution. Both cells we
mounted on a suspended table to avoid any influence of
rious mechanical vibrations on the electrochemical proces
@30,31#.

Aqueous 2.431022 M silver sulfate prepared from
Milli-Q * water and analytical reagent grade chemicals, a
saturated with purified nitrogen was utilized as working s
lution. Runs were made at 298 K.

Silver electrodeposition was performed by applying
anode-to-cathode potential difference (DEa-c) selected in the
range where there was no interference by the hydrogen
lution reaction. During the electrodeposits growth a seque
of photographs at different electrolysis time (t) was taken,
and simultaneously cathodic current (I c) transients were re-
corded. The degree of reproducibility of each set of data w
carefully checked by repeating each run at least three tim

Morphological details of silver electrodeposits at the e
of each run were obtained from scanning electron mic

s:
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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graphs~SEM!. For this purpose, each specimen was fixed
the sample holder using a small amount of silver paint.

The process of silver electrocrystallization takes place
aqueous solutions through the following overall process:

Ag1~aqueous!1e2~cathode!

5Ag1~crystal!1e2~conduction band!. ~1!

The exchange current densityj 0 of reaction~1! is strongly
dependent on the crystallographic phases, their distribut
and the existence of surface defects@32–35#. For stepped
polycrystalline silver in aqueous 1 M silver sulfate at 298
the value of j 052465 A/cm2 has been reported@36#. Ac-
cordingly, reaction~1! on stepped polycrystalline silver su
faces can be considered as one of the fastest, most ele
chemically reversible interfacial processes. Silv
electrodeposition at the single tip as well as the origin
instabilities leading to branching are controlled by diffusio
as in the case of microelectrodes@37# and branched meta
electrodeposition in a 50-mm gap cell@38,39#. In these cases
the interface moves so slowly that it remains effectively s
tionary during the time needed for relaxation of the diffusi
field.

The polarization curves were obtained at the rate 0.2
to diminish the influence of surface roughness of the grow
electrodeposit on the current response. They are plotted@Fig.
1~a!# as eitherDEa-c , the anode-to-cathode potential diffe
ence, orDEa-c8 , the value ofDEa-c after ohmic drop correc-
tion, versusI c . The linear stability analysis was performe
for deposits grown at the ratioj c / j cL50.28, wherej c and
j cL are the cathodic current density and limiting current d
sity, respectively. This ratio results whenDEa-c520.38 V
(DEa-c8 50.04 V!, a potential at which whisker formation ca
be observed.

The early stages of growth@Figs. 1~b!–1~c!# are charac-
terized by the formation of a granular structure consisting
regularly distributed bumps 1262 mm in average size, and
2865 mm interbump average separation distance. The a
age time for the development of these bumps is about 1
The second stage@Fig. 1~c!# involves the triggering of many
trees resembling the morphology predicted by the diffus
limited aggregation model@1–3# @Fig. 1~c!#. Finally, one of
the branches originates a single needle branch~whisker!
@Fig. 1~d!# that tends to dominate the growth pattern. T
whisker shows a parabolic needle with a local tip radius
60.5 mm and length 3061 mm. Occasionally, single needl
formation may be accompanied by a quasiparallel lateral
ondary branching on the stem surface starting from a cer
distance from the tip downwards. Ast increases, a little
thickening of lateral branches increasing in going from
tip downwards is observed. The axial growth rate of t
whisker is about two orders of magnitude larger than tha
the transversal direction.

SEM micrographs show that the topography of needle
@Fig. 2~a!# consists of stepped terraces and cavities 0
60.01 mm2 in average area covered by small crystals 0.0
60.005 mm in average height and 0.3860.05 mm average
intercrystal separation. As seen from the tip profile@Fig.
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FIG. 1. ~a! Polarization curve recorded at 0.2 V/s both witho
(I c vs DEa-c) and after ohmic drop correction (I c vs DEa-c8 ). The
horizontal line indicatesj c / j cL50.28. ~b! Profile of silver elec-
trodeposit at the early stages of growth in the pseudo-2D recta
lar cell; aqueous 0.024 M silver sulfate,DEa-c520.380 V, 298 K.
Bump formation can be observed.~c! Sequential profiles of silver
deposits produced using the pseudo-2D circular cell show
branching and whisker formation.~d! Needle portion of the whisker
resulting at the end of the experiment shown in~c!, DEa-c5
20.380 V.
8-2
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2~a!#, most of these crystals appear as tiny pyramidal crys
with neither twining nor splitting. Their location fluctuates
random as they are continuously formed and disappear f
the tip front as the latter advances into the solution. T
upper limit for the half-life time of these crystals, estimat
from the axial growth rate,v5(160.1)31024 cm/s, and the
average crystal height, is 231022 s. Crystals and cavities o
approximately the same size are also produced at the
surface@Fig. 2~b!#, although their number density is muc
smaller than at the needle tip.

Linear stability analysis based upon Mullins–Sekerka
stability and underlying mechanism@40# has been applied to
solidification phenomena@14–17,41# and metal electrodepo
sition @18–23,41#. For an interface subjected to a local di
turbance of small magnitude, such as a local change in
surface roughness or in reactant concentration, it may r
with either a stabilizing or a destabilizing response.

The stability theory formulated by Barkey, Muller, an
Tobias a few years ago@22# accounts for ohmic potential
capillary, kinetic, and concentration overpotential, for a p
nar electrode surface. This theory shows a relationship
tween the rate of diffuison producing instabilities, i.e., t
ratio j c / j cL , and the surface tension effect~capillary! pro-
ducing smoothening. These two competing effects determ

FIG. 2. SEM micrographs of different portions of a silver whi
ker produced in the pseudo-2D circular cell using aqueous 0.02
silver sulfate,DEa-c520.380 V, 298 K.~a! tip portion, ~b! lateral
parabolic surface.
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the degree of stability of the growing system. When the c
illary term is greater than the diffusion term, the system b
comes stable, and when both effects are equal, the margin
stable condition is approached, as expressed by the equ

RT jc

n2F2DcbF12
j c

j cL
G 58p2

gy

nF

1

l2
, ~2!

wherel is the wavelength of the surface perturbation,y and
g are the molar volume and the surface tension, respectiv
cb is the concentration of silver ions in the bulk of the sol
tion, D is the diffusion coefficient of silver ions in the solu
tion, andn51 is the number of electrons for a silver io
discharge;F and R are the Faraday and the universal g
constants, respectively. Note that for solidsg is a function of
orientation with respect to the crystal axis@41#. However, the
influence of surface tension anisotropy due to crystal ori
tation on a diffusion controlled electrochemical reaction a
polycrystalline solid involving a large value ofj 0 , can be
neglected. Equation~2! plotted asj c vs l generates a family
of curves, each one of them corresponding to a particu
value of the ratioj c / j cL . The stability condition defined for
a certain value of the ratioj c / j cL divides the j c versusl
plane into one stability region located below and an up
instability one above the marginally stable condition for t
growing system. Equation~2! was applied to the early stage
of growth of silver electrodeposits~Fig. 3, inset! and to whis-
ker tips~Fig. 3!, takingR58.31 J/mol K;F596 500 C/mol;
T5298 K; g51.1 J/m2; cb548 mol/m3; D51.5531029

m2/s, y51.0331025 m3/mol, and j c / j cL50.28.
For the early stages of growth,j c and j cL were obtained

from the polarization curve and referred to the initial area
the cathode. The value of̂l&, the average wavelength o
instabilities, was taken as the average distance between

M

FIG. 3. Plot of j c vs l @Eq. ~2!#. Data from whisker tips from
three experiments. Inset: data from six experiments of unstable
files. The marginally stable condition is determined byj c / j cL

50.28. The solid curve corresponds toj c51.8631029/l2. Error
bars are shown.
8-3
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bumps in the granular deposit, i.e.,^l&52865 mm. Data
from different runs are included in thej c vs ^l& plot ~Fig. 3!
as well as the functionality predicted by Eq.~2! for the mar-
ginally stable situation withj c / j cL50.28. As expected, dat
at themm scale fall in the unstable region of the plot, i.e
under these conditions silver tree triggering is favored.

For the whisker tip approaching either a hemispherica
parabolic surface with a small radius of curvature, the va
of j c was calculated from the ratioj c5vFr/M51.360.5
A/cm2, wherev5(160.1)31024 cm/s is the axial growth
rate determined from sequential photographs,r510.5 g/cm3

andM5107.87 are the density and molecular weight of s
ver, respectively. The average wavelength of instabilities,^l&
50.3760.04mm, corresponds to the separation between
stable small crystals continuously growing and disappea
on the tip surface. These data fit Eq.~2! for the marginally
stable situation. The validity of thej c / j cL ratio for both situ-
ations is consistent with the fact that the whisker tip beha
like a microelectrode in which the local ohmic overpotent
becomes practically zero. Fromj c / j cL50.28, the value of
j cL for the whisker tip results in 4.662 A/cm2, a figure which
is associated with an average diffusion layer thickness
m

d

ys

y

ev

ys

R
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0.1860.08 mm. This value of the diffusion layer thicknes
indicates that small crystals 0.02060.005mm in height are
embedded in the diffuison layer around the tip.

Therefore, from the preceding examples it can be c
cluded that the stability theory offers a reasonable expla
tion for the development of silver whiskers and ramifi
electrodeposits covering a range of two orders of magnit
in the average instability wavelength scale.

The stability analysis of silver electrodeposits for two lim
iting situations, the initial growth of branching and th
growth of whiskers, is considered. These deposits are
duced from aqueous silver sulfate in quasi-2D cells,
298 K.

Experimental data are analyzed using the stability the
described in Ref.@22#. The j c vs l22 plot shows that data
from the whisker tips fulfill the marginally stable condition
whereas those from branching initiation fall in the instabil
region in the plot.
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